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EXPLORING COMMON MISUNDERSTANDINGS
IN GCSE SCIENCE

Help prepare your
GCSE students
with confidence
Every year, in GCSE science exams,
students often misread, misunderstand or
misinterpret questions and don’t always do
what the question is asking them to do.
This booklet has been designed by our curriculum
experts for you to use with your students to explore
and highlight some of these key misunderstandings in
GCSE science assessments.
There are example workings, examiner commentaries,
good exam technique and best practice approaches.
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Box-ticking
Students
Box-tickingsometimes don't tick the correct number of boxes. The number of
answers
required is shown in the question.
Students sometimes do not tick the correct number of boxes. The number of answers required is
shown in the question.

Example
Example

Top tip

Top
Explanation
Onlytip
tick as many boxes as the question asks for. If too many
or not enough boxes are ticked, full
marks can’t be achieved.

If a question asks for two answers and a student
ticks three boxes, then one of the wrong answers
If Only
a student
to change
their
the answer they want to change and
tickwants
as many
boxes
asmind,
the they can cross out
will cancel out one of the correct answers. This
mark
the oneasks
wanted
answer.
question
for.as Iftheir
toofinal
many
or not
means the student can only score 1 mark even if
enough boxes are ticked, full marks
two of the three boxes were correct.

can’t be achieved.

Key considerations

If a student changes their mind, they

If can
a question
twoanswer
answersthey
and awant
student
crossasks
outfor
the
toticks three boxes, then one of the wrong answers
will cancel out one of the correct answers. This means the student can only score 1 mark even if two
change and mark the one wanted as
of the three boxes were correct.

their final answer.

6
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Making connections
Students
sometimes draw too many lines on linking boxes questions. The
Making connections
number of lines to be drawn from each box will be shown in the question.
Students sometimes draw too many lines on linking boxes questions. The number of lines to be
drawn from each box will be shown in the question.

Example
Example

Top tips
Onlytip
draw one line per box. If too many lines are drawn, then
it’s not possible to achieve full marks.
Top
Explanation
Only
one
line
perto
box
– anyand
extra lines will
If a student wants to change their mind, they can cross out
the draw
answer
they
want
change
cancel
out
any
correct
lines
as
the
examiner won’t
mark
thedraw
one wanted
as their
Only
one line
per final
box.answer.
If too
know which answer the student wants to be
many lines are drawn, then it’s not
marked.

possible to achieve full marks.

In this example, the student correctly crossed
out the incorrect response for oxygen, so one
If a student changes their mind, they
Key considerations
mark could be awarded. However, there are two
can cross out the answer they want to
lines from carbon dioxide, so they cannot score a
change
andline
mark
the– one
wanted
Only
draw one
per box
any extra
lines as
will cancel out
any correct
second
mark.lines as the examiner won’t
know
which
the student wants to be marked.
their
finalanswer
answer.

In this example, the student correctly crossed out the incorrect response for oxygen, so one mark
could be awarded. However, there are two lines from carbon dioxide, so they cannot score a second
mark.

© 2021 AQA
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Completing the sentence
Some students don’t use the words provided in sentence completion
questions.

Example

Top tip
Use only words from the box to
complete the sentences and make
sure to write the words in the blank
spaces.

8

Explanation
Examiners can’t give marks for words that aren't
shown in the box, or for circling the words rather
than writing them on the answer line as it’s not
clear which word the student wants to go where.
Here the student has circled the correct two
answers, but has not indicated which one should
go where. They won’t score any marks for this.

© 2021 AQA
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Repeating information
Repeating
Studentsinformation
often repeat information from the question in their answer without

adding any more information.

Students often repeat information from the question in their answer without adding any more
information.

Example

Example

The first four lines repeat the
question
stemlines
so don’t
gain
The first four
repeat
the
any
marks.
question stem so doesn’t gain

any marks.

10
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Example
Example
Explanation of why there
is attraction between
electromagnet and block.

Explanation of why there is
attraction between
electromagnet and block.

Top tips

Top tip

Explanation

Information in the question is there to help so don’t waste
time repeating
the question.
Repeating
the question
isn’t Students
credit-worthy.
should include their own knowledge when answering theDiagrams
question. and labels are included to trigger the
Information in the question is there
student’s memory. Answers should demonstrate
to help so don’t waste time repeating
their understanding of what’s been asked, or the
the
question.
Students
should
include
ability to link ideas together.
Key considerations

their own knowledge when answering

Repeating
the question isn’t credit-worthy. Diagrams and labels are included to trigger the student’s
the question.
memory. Answers should demonstrate their understanding of what’s been asked, or the ability to
link ideas together.
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Use of language and
when spelling matters
Use of language and when spelling matters

Students often give answers that aren’t clearly linked to the question or where
the meaning
isn’tanswers
clear. that aren’t clearly linked to the question or where the meaning isn’t
Students
often give
clear.
Use of language and when spelling matters

Students
often give answers that aren’t clearly linked to the question or where the meaning isn’t
Example
Example
clear.

Example

It’s not clear which metal is
being referred to here, so
nonot
marks
gained.
It’s
clearare
which
is being
referred
It’smetal
not clear
which
metal is
to
here,
so
no
marks
being referred to here, so
are gained.
no marks are gained.
Example

Example

Example

‘Amount’ is not enough
to be given the mark.

This example
scores no
‘Amount’
is not enough

‘Amount’ is not
to bemarks.
given the mark.
enough to be given
the mark.

This Examiners
example scores
needno
Thismarks.
example
scores
‘concentration’
of the
no marks.

acid and ‘mass’ of the

Example 3

Examiners need
Examiners
need
metal.
‘concentration’
of the
‘concentration’ of the
‘mass’
acidacid
andand
‘mass’
of of the
metal.
the metal.

Example 3

Top tips

It’s not clear if this is 2
or 4, so no marks can
It’s not
clear if this is 2
be given.
or 4, so no marks can
be given.

Read
the answer back to check the answer has been clearly linked to the question. Check scientific
Top
12 tips
© 2021 AQA
words have been spelled correctly.
Read the answer back to check the answer has been clearly linked to the question. Check scientific

This example scores no
EXPLORING COMMONmarks.
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Example

Examiners need
‘concentration’ of the
acid and ‘mass’ of the
metal.

Example 3

It’s not clear if this is 2
It’s not clear if this is 2
or 4, so no marks can
or 4, so no marks can
be given.

be given.

Top tips
Read the answer back to check the answer has been clearly linked to the question. Check scientific
wordstip
have been spelled correctly.
Top
Explanation
Examiners do their best to read the answers, but
it’s helpful if writing is clear. Phonetic spelling
Read the answer back to check the
is generally accepted, but some words need
Explanation
answer has been clearly linked to the
to be spelt correctly, for example, words such
question.
Check
scientific
have but it’s helpful
as glycogen
andisglucagon
are often
mixedisup.
Examiners
do their
best
to read words
the answers,
if writing
clear. Phonetic
spelling
Using
vague
words
such
as
amount
been
spelt
correctly.
generally accepted, but some words need to be spelled correctly, for example, words suchrather
as than
concentration, mass or volume is a common
glycogen and glucagon are often mixed up. Using vague
words such as amount rather than
mistake.

concentration, mass or volume is a common mistake.

© 2021 AQA
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Contradictory answers
Students sometimes give both a right and wrong answer to a question, or
Contradictory
answers
contradict
themselves.
Contradictory
answers
Students sometimes give both a right and wrong answer to a question, or contradict themselves.

Students sometimes give both a right and wrong answer to a question, or contradict themselves.

Example
Example

Example

Correct reference to
electrons being
Correct reference to
Correct reference
transferred,
but this is
to electrons
being
electrons
being
cancelled
out
by ‘repels
transferred, but this
transferred,
but this is
protons’
as
this
is cancelled
out
byis
cancelled
‘repels
protons’
as out
this by ‘repel
incorrect
science.
is incorrect
science.
protons’
as this is

incorrect science.

Example

Example
Example
If the
student
hadn’t
If the
student
hadn’t
written
protease’
written
‘into‘into
protease’
could
theythey
could
havehave
scored
If
the
student
scored
the
mark
the mark as this parthadn’t
isas
this
part is‘into
incorrect
written
protease’
incorrect science.
science.
they could have scored

Top tips
Read through the answer carefully to look for contradictions.

the mark as this part is
incorrect science.

TopEven
tipsif a correct statement has been given, this can be cancelled out by a wrong statement.

Top tips

Explanation

Read through the answer carefully to look for contradictions.
Students should resist the temptation to keep

Explanation
through
the answer
carefully
to can becontradicting
Even
ifRead
a correct
statement
has been
given, this
cancelled out by a wrong statement.
themselves or include wrong
look forshould
contradictions.
Students
resist the temptation to keep writingstatements
to fill the space
as they
endquality
up of the
that affect
themay
overall
writing to fill the space as they may end up

contradicting themselves or include wrong statements
that affect the overall quality of the
answer.
Even if a correct statement has been
answer.
Explanation

given, this can be cancelled out by a
wrong
statement.
Students
should
resist the temptation to keep writing to fill the space as they may end up

contradicting themselves or include wrong statements that affect the overall quality of the
answer.
14
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Misreading the question
Studentsthe
answer
what
Misreading
question

they would like the question to be about rather than
the actual question stated.

Students answer what they would like the question to be about rather than the actual question
stated.
Example

Example

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/content/inside-exams/AQA-INSIDE-EXAMS-COPING.PDF

Full marks gained as
differences between
Differences between
charts
the the
charts
areare
described
link
described
butbut
nono
link
has
been
made
to
has been made to thethe
environmental
impacts
environmental
impacts
so the
answer
can't
so the answer cannot
get get
full full
marks.
marks.

16
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Example

Example

Differences
between the
Differences
charts are
between the
linked to
charts are
global
linked to global
warming
warming
soso
marksare
are
fullfull
marks
achieved.
achieved.
Top tips

Top tip

Explanation

Read the question carefully and underline or highlight key parts of the question and make sure the
Students should have a good understanding of
response answers the question being asked.
command words. Annotating the information in

Read the question carefully and
the question – as shown in green in the above
or highlight key parts of the
example – can help keep the answer focused.
question
the response
Students
shouldand
havemake
a good sure
understanding
of command words. Annotating the information in the
Often a question will be based on something a
question
– as shown
in green in being
the above
example – can help keep the answer focused.
answers
the question
asked.
Explanation
underline

student might have done in class. Students tend

write
down
whattend
theytoremember
Often a question will be based on something a student might have to
done
in class.
Students
write down about that
what they remember about that task rather than using what they learnt
it tothan
answer
the question
in front
task from
rather
using
what they
learnt from it to
of them. Reading the question carefully will help identify what precisely
the
question
is
asking
about
that
answer the question in front of them. Reading the
common task.
question carefully will help identify what precisely
the question is asking about that common task.
© 2021 AQA
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'Explain' questions
Explain questions

Some students don’t understand what the command word ‘explain’ means and
Explain
questions
what
they
need
do to answer
these
questions.
Some
students
don’tto
understand
what the
command
word ‘explain’ means and what they need to

do to answer these questions.
Some students don’t understand what the command word ‘explain’ means and what they need to
do to answer these questions.

Example
Example
Example

Answer states
states
Answer
‘aluminium
‘aluminium
Answer
statesisis
protected’,
protected’,
but doesn’t
‘aluminium
is but
doesn’t
explain
explain why. why.
protected’, but doesn’t
Total 1why.
mark.
explain
Total 1 mark.
Total 1 mark.

Example
Example
Example

This is a correct answer
This
correct
answer
asisisitaastates
‘aluminium
This
correct
asoxide
it states
answer
asforms’
it‘aluminium
states
and says
‘aluminium
oxide
oxide
and saysthe
whyforms’
this protects
forms’
andprotects
says why
why
this
the
aluminium.
this protects the
aluminium.
aluminium.

Top tips

Explanation

Top tips
The answer shouldn't just be a simple list of
Top tips
reasons or points. Points in the answer must be
Don’t
just write
a description,
theneeds to include
Don’t
just write
a description,
the answer
a reason
why and
something
is happening.
linked
coherently
logically,
using words such
Don’t
just write
a description,
theaanswer
a
reason
why
something
is
happening.
answer
needs
to include
reasonneeds
whyto include
as ‘so’, ‘therefore’, ‘because’, ‘due to’, ‘since’,
Usesomething
words like is
sohappening.
and because to link the answer.
Use words like so and because to link the answer. ‘this means’ or ‘meaning that’.
LookUse
at how
many
marks
the question
is worth.
words
like
'so' the
and
'because'
to
Look at how
many
marks
question
is worth.
link
theasanswer.
Try to
give
many facts, statements or points as there are marks.
Try to give as many facts, statements or points as there are marks.

Look at how many marks the question
is worth.

Explanation
Explanation
Try to give as many facts, statements
The or
answer
should
not just
be a simple list of reasons or points. Points in the answer must be linked
points
as there
are
The answer
should
not just
bemarks.
a simple list of reasons or points. Points in the answer must be linked
coherently
logically, using
using words
wordssuch
suchas
as‘so’,
‘so’,‘therefore’,
‘therefore’,‘because’,
‘because’,‘due
‘due
to’,
‘since’,
‘this
means’
coherently and
and logically,
to’,
‘since’,
‘this
means’
or
or ‘meaning
‘meaning that’.
that’.
18
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'Evaluate' questions
Students often don’t include judgements when answering compare and
evaluate questions.

Evaluate questions

Students often don’t include judgements when answering compare and evaluate questions.

Example
Example

The student gives som
strongly linked reason
and includes their own
knowledge, but they d
not include a judgeme

Full marks unable to b
awarded.

20
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The student gives some

The
student
gives
strongly
linked
reasons
some strongly linked
and includes their own
reasons and includes
knowledge,
but they did
their
own knowledge,
notthey
include
a judgement.
but
didn’t
include a
judgement.

Full marks unable to be

Full
marks unable to be
awarded.
awarded.

Example
Example
Example
A judgement like this
A judgement
like this
A judgement
like this
would
help improve
the
would
help
improve
the
answer
the improve
example the
wouldinhelp
answer
in the example
above.
answer in the example
above.

above.

Top tips

Top tips

Comparative statements must be made, not just consist of a description.

Comparative statements must be made, not just consist of a description.

For evaluate questions, remember to include a simple judgement or opinion, for example, ‘I
For evaluate
a and
simple
judgement
opinion,
for example, ‘I
think
X is betterquestions,
than Y’. It remember
is okay to sitto
oninclude
the fence
not decide
whichor
one
is correct.

think X is better than Y’. It is okay to sit on the fence and not decide which one is correct.

Use a table or bullet points to help write the answer.

Use a table or bullet points to help write the answer.

© 2021 AQA
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Top tips
Comparative statements must
be made, not just consist of a
description.
For evaluate questions, remember
to include a simple judgement or
opinion, for example, ‘I think X is
better than Y’. It's okay to sit on the
fence and not decide which one is
correct.

22

Explanation
To score high marks in evaluate questions,
students need to include a judgement linked to
their answer.
Strongly linked judgements could be written in
terms of:
‘I think cell/battery X is better because …’
or
‘advantages of cell/battery x are…but
disadvantages are… so x is better’ etc.

© 2021 AQA
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Questions in unfamiliar contexts
Some students struggle to identify science when it’s in an unfamiliar context.

Questions in unfamiliar contexts

Some students struggle to identify science when it’s in an unfamiliar context.

Example

Example

Example

© 2021 AQA
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Example

Example

Example

Example

Example

24
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Example

Example

Top tips

Top tips

Read the question to work out what it is asking.

Explanation
Students should be aware that questions are

likely
tothe
assess
application
Underline
or the
highlight
scientific
wordsout
to help
identify which
topic
question
is about,ofasknowledge
shown in in an
Read
question
to work
what
unfamiliar
context.
Modelling
the
process of how
the examples.
it's asking.
to identify the science in a question can support

the students
accessing
these
questions.
Sometimes practicals might not be identical to the ones carried
out in class.
Different
equipment
or
Underline or highlight scientific
different names of chemicals might be used, but the science behind the practical is the same.

words to help identify which topic the
question
about, aswill
shown
in thethe question.
Think about
whatisknowledge
help answer
examples.
Explanations

Sometimes practicals might not be

Students should be aware that questions are likely to assess application of knowledge in an
identical to the ones carried out in
unfamiliar context. Modelling the process of how to identify the science in a question can support
class. Different equipment or different
the students accessing these questions.

names of chemicals might be used,
but the science behind the practical is
the same.
Think about what knowledge will help
answer the question.

© 2021 AQA
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Extended response questions
Students need to show clear, coherent reasoning to produce a logically structured answer.

Extended response questions

Example

Students need to show clear, coherent reasoning to produce a logically
structured
answer.questions
Extended
response
Extended response questions
Students need to show clear, coherent reasoning to produce a logically structured answer.
Students need to show clear, coherent reasoning to produ
Example
Example
Example

26
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Example
Example

Top tips
It’s always worth having a go at answering these questions as even a few relevant
comments or bullet points could gain marks.
Bullet points, labelled diagrams and tables can all be used to structure extended response
27
answer can be used to help structure the answer.

© 2021 AQA

Top tips
It’s always worth having a go at
answering these questions as even
a few relevant comments or bullet
points could gain marks.
Bullet points, labelled diagrams
and tables can all be used to help
structure the answer.

28

Explanation
Extended response questions can be answered
by:
•

writing in paragraphs

•

using bullet points to be precise, concise and
relevant

•

using labelled diagrams especially if it’s
planning an experiment or writing the method

•

using tables with headings for compare and
evaluate questions. Statements, explanations
and numerical data need to be clearly linked
across the table so like is being compared
with like. There needs to be an explanation to
what the table is showing.

© 2021 AQA
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Physics equation recall
Someequation
students
recall
Physics
recall

physics equations incorrectly. Sometimes students write
the terms in the order they are given in the question.

Some students recall physics equations incorrectly. Sometimes students write the terms in the order
they are given in the question.

Example

Example

IncorrectIncorrect
rearrangement
rearrangement
so scores
sononomarks.
marks given
Top tips

Top tipsgive terms in alphabetical order.
Questions

Explanation

recall questions since 2020 look like
Answers can use words or symbols. If using symbols, make Equation
sure the ones
shown in the question are
the example above, including the symbols that
used.Questions give terms in alphabetical
students should use if they wish to give the
order.
equation
using
An equation triangle can be used to help, but the full equation
must be
givensymbols.
in the answer. Just

giving
an equation
will notor
achieve
any marks.
Answers
cantriangle
use words
symbols.

If using symbols, make sure the ones
shown in the question are used.

Explanation

An equation triangle can be used to

Terms/symbols shown in the question are given in
alphabetical order. This might not be in the correct
order for the equation. Students, therefore, need
to know the correct structure of the equation

Sometimes,
try to
rearrange
Equation
since 2020 must
look like
the symbols students
that students
should
use if the
help,recall
but questions
the full equation
bethis, includingequations
to match the order of the terms in the
they wish to give the equation using symbols.
given in the answer. Just giving an
question. They don’t need to do this.

equation triangle will not achieve any
marks.

In this question, students could score the mark
for writing F=ma or force = mass x acceleration or
any correct rearrangement of either of these.

Terms/symbols shown in the question are given in alphabetical order. This might not be in the
correct order for the equation. Students, therefore, need to know the correct structure of the
equation
Sometimes, students try to rearrange the equations to match the order of the terms in the question.
They don’t need to do this.
In this question, students could score the mark for writing F=ma or force = mass x acceleration or
any correct rearrangement of either of these.

© 2021 AQA
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Not using the equation
or numbers given
Students
should
use the
equation
or numbers provided to assist them in
Not
using the
equation
or numbers
given
answering the question.

Students should use the equation or numbers provided to assist them in answering the question.

Example

Example

The correct numbers
The correct
numbers
been
used, but not th
have been used,
equation given. The
but not the equation
student
given. The
studenthas
haswritten
written
9.8 – 45

9.8 – 45

Thehas
student
The student
then has then
their
calculator incorr
used their
calculator
incorrectly
theirfinal answer,
forfortheir
final answer, so scores
scores no marks.
no marks.

Top tips

Explanation

Top tips
Read the question carefully.
Read the question carefully.
Use the equation as it has been given.
Use the equation as it has been given.
Use the numbers given in the
Usequestion.
the numbers given in the question.

Students should be careful to avoid rearranging
for low demand calculation questions. Mostly
these are low tariff questions.
Checking the final answer can help identify
mistakes.

Check
answer
makes
sense.
Check
the the
answer
makes
sense.

Explanation
Students should be careful to avoid rearranging for low demand calculation questions. Mostly these
are low tariff questions.
Checking the final answer can help identify mistakes.
30
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Common calculation mistakes
Students often make mistakes in calculation questions, such as not converting
units correctly,
units or missing out steps.
Common
calculationmisreading
mistakes
Students often
makemistakes
mistakes in calculation questions, such as not converting units correctly,
Common
calculation
misreading units or missing out steps.
Students often make mistakes in calculation questions, such as not converting units correctly,
Example: Unit
misreading
unitsconversion
or missing out steps.

Example: Unit conversion

Example: Unit conversion

Correct substitution but
Correct
substitution
hasn’t converted
kW.
Correct
substitution
but
but hasn’t converted
hasn’t
converted
Total
2 marks.kW.
kW.
Total
2 marks.
Total
2 marks.

Example: Misunderstanding units

Example: Misunderstanding units

Example: Misunderstanding units

The student
Themisunderstood
student
that m/s2
misunderstood
that m/s2
is the misunderstood
unit that
The student
that
is the
unit that is measured
acceleration
unit that acceleration
m/s2 is the
acceleration
is measured
in so has
squared
11
is measured
in so
has squared
in so
has
squared
11
11 which
is
incorrect.
which is incorrect. They
which
is substituted
incorrect. They
have
112 and
2112 and
Theyhave
havesubstituted
substituted
11 and
calculated
f = 2ma2 which
calculated
f = ma2
calculated
f = mawhich
whichis
is incorrect.
incorrect.
is incorrect.
© 2021 AQA
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Example: Showing working out and the equation triangle
Example: Showing working out and the equation triangle

No marks can be given for
Noequation
marks can
be but
the
triangle,
given
for
the
equation
the correct rearrangement
triangle, but the correct
is shown.
rearrangement is shown.
The final answer is wrong,
The final answer is
but
it is correctly
wrong,
but it’srounded
correctly
torounded
2 significant
so 2
to 2figures
significant
marks
is given.
figures
so 2 marks are
given.
Without the working out,
anWithout
answer of
would out,
the59working
have
noof
marks.
the scored
answer
59 would
have scored no marks.
Top tips
Show
Top working
tips as marks may be available for correct working even if a mistake has been made.
Learn how to convert between common units such as kilograms and grams.

Show
working
as marks
maymega,
be kilo, centi, milli, micro
Lookand
out
for
Learn
the common
prefixes:
tera, giga,
nano.
available for correct working even if a

Understand
difference
between m/s and m/s2.
mistakethehas
been made.

unit conversions and
answering to a certain number of
significant figures.

Look out for unit conversions and answering to a certain number of significant figures.

Learn how to convert between
common units such as kilograms and
grams.

Explanation

Explanation
Students should be encouraged to show their

Learn
the be
common
prefixes:
working
because
may still get compensatory
Students
should
encouraged
to showtera,
their working because
they may
still getthey
compensatory
giga,
mega,working
kilo, centi,
micro
and
marks
for correct
even ifmilli,
the final
answer
is wrong. marks for correct working even if the final answer
is wrong.
nano.
Students often miss out on marks for simple mistakes like not converting units correctly and
Students often miss out on marks for simple
2
squaring
the answerthe
if the
units are m/s
.
Understand
difference
between
mistakes like not converting units correctly and
m/s and m/s2.
squaring the answer if the units are m/s2.
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Rounding numbers
Students should avoid rounding answers unless asked to.
Rounding numbers
Students should avoid rounding answers unless asked to.

Example
Example

Correct working has
Correct working has been
been shown, but the
shown,
but the
student
hasstudent
made a
has mistake
made a mistake
rounding their
rounding
their final
final answer
(it should be
4.1 to
2 sig be
figs)
answer
(should
4.1sotocan
2
only
score
a
maximum
sig figs) so can only score a
of 2 marks.
maximum
of 2 marks.

Top tips

Top tips

Explanation

Questions that need students to use significant figures will state, for example, give your answer to 2
At GCSE, this is all that is required.
significant figures.
Questions that need students to
Students should be careful not to confuse
Theuse
answer
should
only
be
rounded
if
the
questions
states
to do so.figures
Don’t round
numbersplaces.
part way
significant
and decimal
significant figures will state,
through
a calculation,
and
onlyanswer
round the
for example,
give
your
tofinal
2 answer.

significant figures.
Explanation

The answer
only be rounded
At GCSE,
this is all should
that is required.

if the questions states to do so. Don’t

Students
be careful
to confuse
figures and decimal places.
roundshould
numbers
partnot
way
throughsignificant
a

calculation, and only round the final
answer.
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Graphs
Graphs

Students sometimes make mistakes when drawing graphs.

Students sometimes make mistakes when drawing graphs.
Example

Example
Table 9 shows the student's results

One point
plottedis plotted
Oneis point
incorrectly.
incorrectly.

The line should be a
The line should be a
curve.

curve.

Uneven scale and no
scale after 240 – we
don’t
Uneven
scale know
and nowhat the
scale
will
be above
scale after 240 – we
240.
don’t know what the
scale will be above 240.
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Example

Example
ample Example

The line
The line
fit of best fit
The line of best
fit of best
The
line
best fit
should
be aofcurve.
should
be
a
curve.
should be a curve.
should be a curve.
Pointhas
(0,0.00)
Point
not has not
Point (0,0.00)
has(0,0.00)
not Point
(0,0.00) has not
been plotted.
been plotted.
been plotted.
been plotted.
The line of best fit should
be a curve.
Point (0,0.00) has not
been plotted.

p tips Top tips
Top tips
Use
at of
least
of the
graph
paperthe
to graph.
draw the graph.
e at least
thehalf
graph
paper
to draw
©half
2021 AQA
f of the graph
paper
to
draw
the
graph.
Use at least half of the graph paper to draw the graph.
Look
at thecarefully
question–carefully
– tick the
bullet
points
they are completed.
ok at the
question
tick the bullet
points
as they
areascompleted.
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Top tips
Use at least half of the graph paper to
draw the graph.
Look at the question carefully –
tick the bullet points as they are
completed.
Make sure to plot (0,0) if it's included
in the data.

Explanation
Students should be encouraged to use as much
of the graph paper as possible so the scale is
appropriate and the examiner can clearly see the
points they have plotted.
Dots or crosses can be used when plotting points
but dots may be hidden by any line of best fit they
draw.
Lines of best fit need to be smooth not jagged and
can be curved or straight depending on the data
and all data asked for needs to be plotted.

A normal pencil, eg HB, can be used
to draw a graph as mistakes can be
rubbed out.
Look at the pattern of the data to
decide if it should be a curve or
straight line of best fit.
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Related resources
Command words

Inside Exams

The command words guide explains the words
and phrases used in exams that tell students
how they should answer a question.

•

bit.ly/comwords

Subject specific vocabulary

Hungry examiners and GCSE memes podcast
episode
In this episode of Inside Exams, discover how
the difference between a potato and a carrot
caused a Twitter storm which had students
and examiners going bananas.
bit.ly/IEepisode3

The subject specific vocabulary guide
provides definitions of key terms used in our
GCSE science specifications.

•

bit.ly/subvocab

Question the question blog post
Dan Rogan, Chair of Examiners, puts together
some top tips to tackle questions that at first
glance might not be all they seem.
bit.ly/IEepisode3blog

Focus on success packs
Build on your students’ assessment
performance using our self-guided, modular
training packs, available to download from
your subject’s Plan page.

Build on your students’
assessment performance
using our self-guided,
modular training pack

Focus
on success

Build on your students’
assessment performance
using our self-guided,
modular training pack

Focus
on success

Assessment
Objective 3
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Build on your students’
assessment performance
using our self-guided,
modular training pack

Assessment
Objective 2
Focus on success: GCSE science Understanding Assessment

Focus on success: GCSE science Understanding Assessment

AO3

AO2

Focus
on success

Extended response
questions

Focus on success:
GCSE science

Focus on success:
GCSE science

Focus on success:
GCSE science
Maths in science
Build on your students’
assessment performance
using our self-guided,
modular training pack

Focus on success: GCSE science Understanding Assessment

Extended response
questions

Focus on success: GCSE science Understanding Assessment

Focus on success: GCSE science Understanding Assessment

Focus on success:
GCSE science

Focus on success:
GCSE science
Practical questions
Build on your students’
assessment performance
using our self-guided,
modular training pack

Focus
on success

Practical
questions

Com

ing

soo

n

Focus
on success

Maths in
science

Disciplinary
language
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